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Common biases found in the workplace:
visible and invisible inequalities

Veena Shenoy and Mohan Kumar

Introduction

Did you know that unconscious bias can affect our everyday choices and decisions

unknowingly? Employees’ backgrounds, experiences and social stereotypes could impact

our choices and actions (Damaraju, 2018). Hence, all need to be aware and recognize the

unconscious bias in us and challenge it. It also becomes essential for us to understand the

biases in various situations through dialogues and discussions, make informed decisions

and reflect upon our choices more consciously. Each one of us can help break the bias and

make inclusion happen.

As practitioners, unconscious bias can impact key processes such as recruitment and

selection (Connelly, 2020), work allocation, performance appraisals or promotion decisions

(Bapuji and Chrispal, 2020). It can lead to inaccuracy or favoritism based on the team members’

familiarity, gender, identity, age, race or sexual orientation (Swethaa Ballakrishnen, 2018).

Here are some biases which could negatively affect the decision-making.

� Affinity bias is our tendency to gravitate toward/prefer people similar to ourselves. For

example, hiring or promoting someone of the same race, gender, age or educational

background (Damaraju, 2018).

� Anchoring bias is a bias when there is a dependency on initial information shared as a

base or anchor reference. For example, a colleague has over a decade’s experience

working for nonprofits. Now, she is joining a big tech firm; her prior experience

indicates her value to the sales function.

� Attribution bias is a cognitive bias that refers to systemic errors we make by associating

people’s behaviors with their intrinsic nature. For example, someone is always late to

meetings because he/she/they like to assert their importance.

� Blind-spot bias is a bias where we overlook our own cognitive biases (Jones, 2014). For

example, a colleague identifies herself as a liberal and supports live-in relationships.

However, she does not have an advocate for marriage for same-sex partners.

� Confirmation bias is a tendency to search, favor and recall information that confirms our

preconceptions. For example, connecting with a preset idea that employees with

disabilities are better suited for back-office operations while denying them equal

opportunity for other roles.

� Conformity bias is a bias when our views are swayed or influenced by the opinions of

other group members. It is widespread in group interactions. For example, in a panel
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discussion with subject matter experts, three of them succumbed to peer pressure and

were swayed in favor of a cost-effective yet limiting solution for a client.

� Conservatism bias is a bias to established processes because they have been around

for many years. For example, a colleague dismisses “work from home” as an effective

workplace practice.

� Contract-effect bias is a bias where we evaluate one person’s performance in contrast

to another because of our interaction with the individuals simultaneously or in close

succession. For example, during a hiring process, comparing two individuals who gave

interviews simultaneously can lead to bias.

� Halo effect bias is a bias that tends to put someone on a pedestal or think more highly

of them after learning something impressive about them (Martin, 2019). For example, a

colleague’s ideas are considered universal compared to other team members because

he/she/they are from an ivy league business school.

� Horns effect bias is a bias where we form a negative perception about someone after

learning something unfavorable about them. For example, some peers doubted a

colleague’s contribution to a project after learning he was allegedly charged with fraud

in his previous company, an allegation that was later dismissed.

� Distance bias is a bias when we have global teams; we often tend to recognize only the

accomplishments of teammembers “near” to us. For example, overlooking performance of

someone who works in a different location and does not “see” often.

� Recency bias/spillover bias allows the most recent performance to cloud one’s

decision (recency) or completely overlook current improvements over past

performance (spillover). For example, evaluating an individual based only on the

performance for the recent quarter and ignoring their performance over the annual

cycle.

� Identity bias is a bias where different standards or expectations may judge colleagues

in a team. For example, women on maternity leave may be considered for lesser ratings

or not considered for promotions. A common perception is how people who spend

more time in the office are labeled as performers.

Conclusion

Organizations are encouraged to become self-aware, acknowledging biases and consciously

eliminate them (Amis, 2020). Managers will need to assess performance based on character

traits rather than objective performance parameters, and any promotion decisions will be

made on data and merit achievements. Unconscious bias leads to stereotypes and erroneous

decisions; it can harm employee morale and company culture. Unconscious bias can stymie

efforts to create a truly diverse and inclusive workplace. Before evaluating a promotion,

managers will need to analyze their own biases. Implicit or unconscious bias happens when

our mind rushes to judge people and situations without realizing it. Consciously eliminating

bias encourages us to be more inclusive and makes us better people at work and beyond.

#BreakTheBias
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